Abstract. | The theme is the in uence of the spin structure on the Dirac spectrum of a spin manifold. We survey examples and results related to this question.
Introduction
The relation between the geometry of a Riemannian manifold and the spectrum of its Laplace operator acting on functions (or more generally, on di erential forms), has attracted a lot of attention. This is the question how shape and sound of a space are related. A beautiful introduction into this topic can be found in 12] . When one passes from this \bosonic" theory to \fermions", i.e. when turning to spinors and the Dirac operator, a new object enters the stage, the spin structure. This is a global topological object needed to de ne spinors. The question arises how this piece of structure, in addition to the usual geometry of the manifold, in uences the spectrum of the Dirac operator.
It has been known for a long time that even on the simplest examples such as the 1-sphere the Dirac spectrum does depend on the spin structure. We will discuss the 1-sphere, at tori, 3-dimensional Bieberbach manifolds, and spherical space forms in some detail. For these manifolds the spectrum can be computed explicitly. For some of these examples an important invariant computed out of the spectrum, the -invariant, also depends on the spin structure. On the other hand, under a certain assumption, the di erence between the -invariants for two spin structures on the same manifold must be an integer. Hence the two -invariants are not totally unrelated.
We also look at circle bundles and the behavior of the Dirac spectrum under collapse. This means that one shrinks the bers to points. The spin structure determines the qualitative spectral behavior. If the spin structure is projectable, then some eigenvalues tend to 1 while the others essentially converge to the eigenvalues of the basis manifold. If the spin structure if nonprojectable, then all eigenvalues diverge.
In most examples it is totally hopeless to try to explicitly compute the Dirac (or other) spectra. Still, eigenvalue estimates are very often possible. So far, these estimates have not taken into account the spin structure despite its in uence on the spectrum. The reason for this lies in the essentially local methods such as the Bochner technique. In order to get better estimates taking the spin structure into account one rst has to nd new, truly spin geometric invariants. We discuss some of the rst steps in this direction. Here the spinning systole is the relevant spin geometric input.
Finally we look at noncompact examples in order to check if the continuous spectrum is a ected by a change of spin structure. It turns out that this is the case. There are hyperbolic manifolds having two spin structures such that for the rst one the Dirac spectrum is discrete while it is all of R for the other one. The in uence of the spin structure could hardly be any more dramatic.
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Generalities
Let us start by collecting some terminology and basic facts. A more thorough introduction to the concepts of spin geometry can e.g. be found in 15, 9, 18] . Let M denote an n-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold with a spin structure P. This is a Spin(n)-principal bundle which doubly covers the bundle of oriented tangent Elementary Fourier analysis shows that the spectrum consists of the eigenvalues k = k with corresponding eigenfunction t 7 ! e ?ikt , k 2 Z. Since the spectrum is symmetric about zero, the -series, and in particular, the -invariant vanishes, = 0:
From H 1 (S 1 ; Z 2 ) = Z 2 we see that S 1 has a second spin structure. It can be described asP = ( 0; 2 ] Spin(1))= where identi es 0 with 2 while it interchanges the two elements of Spin(1). Let us call this spin structure the nontrivial spin structure of S 1 . Spinors with respect to this spin structure no longer correspond to functions on S 1 , i.e. to 2 -periodic functions on R, but rather to 2 -anti-periodic complex-valued functions on R, (t + 2 ) = ? (t):
This time the eigenvalues are
k 2 Z, with eigenfunction t 7 ! e ?i(k+ 1 2 )t . Again, the spectrum is symmetric about 0, hence = 0. Vanishing of the -invariant is in fact not surprising. One can show that always = 0 for an n-dimensional manifold unless n 3 mod 4.
The example S 1 has shown that the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator de nitely do depend on the choice of spin structure. Even the dimension of the kernel of the Dirac operator is a ected by a change of spin structure. For the trivial spin structure of S 1 it is 1 while it is zero for the nontrivial spin structure.
We conclude this section with a remark on extendability of spin structures because this sometimes causes confusion. If M is a Riemannian spin manifold with boundary @M, then a spin structure on M induces one on @M. To see this consider the frame bundle P SO @M of the boundary as a subbundle of P SO M restricted to the boundary by completing a frame for @M with the exterior unit normal vector to a frame for M.
Now the inverse image of P SO @M under the covering map P ! P SO M de nes a spin structure on @M.
Look at the case that M is the disc with S 1 as its boundary. Since the disk is simply connected it can have only one spin structure. Hence only one of the two spin structures of S 1 extends to the disc. The tangent vector to the boundary S 1 together with the unit normal vector forms a frame for the disk which makes one full rotation when going around the boundary one time. It is therefore a loop in the frame bundle of the disk whose lift to the spin structure does not close up. Thus the induced spin structure on the boundary is the nontrivial spin structure of S 1 while the trivial spin structure does not bound. Hence from a cobordism theoretical point of view the trivial spin structure is nontrivial and vice versa.
Flat tori and Bieberbach manifolds
The case of higher-dimensional at tori is very similar to the 1-dimensional case.
There are 2 n di erent spin structures on T n = R n =? where ? is a lattice in R n . Let Again the spectrum depends on the choice of spin structure. In particular, eigenvalue 0 occurs only for the trivial spin structure given by ( 1 ; : : : ; n ) = (0; : : : ; 0).
Since again the spectrum is symmetric about zero, the -invariant vanishes, = 0, for all spin structures. This changes if one passes from tori to more general compact connected at manifolds, also called Bieberbach manifolds. They can always be written as a quotient M = GnT n of a torus by a nite group G. In three dimensions, n = 3, there are Table 1 Note that the -invariant does not depend on the choice of at metric even though the spectrum does. Depending on G there is a 2-, 3-or 4-parameter family of such metrics on M.
Spherical space forms
The Dirac spectrum on the sphere S n with constant curvature has been computed by di erent methods in 6, 21, 22] . The eigenvalues are n 2 + k ; (1) k 2 N 0 , with multiplicity 2 n=2] k + n ? 1 k . For n 2 the sphere is simply connected, hence has only one spin structure. Therefore let us look at spherical space forms M = ?nS n where ? is a nite xed point free subgroup of SO(n + 1). Spin structures correspond to homomorphisms : ? ! Spin(n + 1) such that Spin(n + 1)
commutes. Since any eigenspinor on M can be lifted to S n all eigenvalues of M are also eigenvalues of S n , hence of the form (1). To know the spectrum of M one must compute the multiplicities k of n 2 + k and ?k of ?( n 2 + k). They can be most easily expressed by encoding them into two power series, so-called Poincar e series Note that only odd-dimensional spherical space forms are of interest because in even dimensions real projective space is the only quotient and in this case it is not even orientable.
Let us use where the sign depends on the spin structure chosen.
See also 15, 16] where the -invariant of all twisted signature operators on spherical space forms is determined and used to compute their K-theory.
Eigenvalue estimates
Up to very recently all known lower eigenvalue estimates for the Dirac operator did not take into account the spin structure despite its in uence on the spectrum that we have encountered in the examples. This is due to the fact that they are all based on the Bochner technique, hence on a local computation. To nd estimates which can see the spin structure one needs to de ne new, truly spin geometric invariants. Such In case M is a torus there is a canonical spin structure, the trivial spin structure P 0 . Hence the set of spin structures can be identi ed with H 1 (M; Z 2 ) by identifying P 0 with 0. It then makes sense to evaluate a spin structure P on the homology class of a loop yielding an element in Z 2 = f1; ?1g. This value P( ]) speci es whether or not the spin structure P is twisted along . Ammann de nes the spinning systole spin-sys 1 (M; g; P) = infflength( ) j is a loop with P( ]) = ?1g:
Hence the in mum is taken only over those loops along which the spin structure twists. In case the spin structure is trivial, P = P 0 , the spinning systole is in nite. Theorem 6.1 (Ammann 3] ). | Let g be a Riemannian metric on the 2-torus whose Gauss curvature K satis es kKk L 1 (T 2 ;g) < 4 . Let P be a spin structure on T 2 .
Then for all eigenvalues of the Dirac operator the estimate 2 C(kKk L 1 (T 2 ;g) ; kKk L 2 (T 2 ;g) ; area(T 2 ; g); sys 1 (T 2 ; g)) spin-sys 1 (T 2 ; g; P) 2 holds where C(kKk L 1 (T 2 ;g) ; kKk L 2 (T 2 ;g) ; area(T 2 ; g); sys 1 (T 2 ; g)) > 0 is an explicitly given expression.
The estimate is sharp in the sense that for some at metrics equality is attained. In a similar way Ammann de nes the nonspinning systole and proves an analogous estimate for which equality is attaind for all at metrics. The proofs are based on a comparison of the Dirac spectra for the metric g with the one for the conformally equivalent at metric g 0 . Remember that by Theorem 4.1 the spectrum for g 0 is explicitly known. Most of the work is then done to control the oscillation of the function which relates the two conformally equivalent metrics g and g 0 in terms of the geometric data occuring in C(kKk L 1 (T 2 ;g) ; kKk L 2 (T 2 ;g) ; area(T 2 ; g); sys 1 (T 2 ; g)). This way it is also possible to derive upper eigenvalue estimates, see 2, 3] for details.
In the same paper 3] Ammann also studies the question how far Dirac spectra for di erent metrics on a compact manifold can be away from each other. If P 1 and P 2 are two spin structures on a Riemannian manifold (M; g), then there is a unique 2 H 1 (M; Z 2 ) taking P 1 to P 2 . On H 1 (M; Z 2 ) there is a canonical norm, the stable norm (or L 1 -norm). Ammann shows that if the Dirac eigenvalues j of (M; g; P 1 ) and 0 j of (M; g; P 2 ) are numbered correctly, then j j ? 0 j j 2 k k L 1:
Collapse of circle bundles
Another instance where the choice of spin structure has strong in uence on the spectral behavior occurs when one looks at circle bundles and their collapse to the basis. To this extent let (M; g M ) be a compact Riemannian spin manifold with an isometric and free circle action. For simplicity we suppose that the bers have constant lengths. We give the quotient N := S 1 nM the unique Riemannian metric g N for which the projection M ! N is a Riemannian submersion. By rescaling the metric g M along the bers while keeping it unchanged on the orthogonal complement to the bers we obtain a 1-parameter family of Riemannian metrics g`on M with respect to which (M; g`) ! (N; g N ) is a Riemannian submersion and the bers are of length 2 `. Collapse of this circle bundle now means that we let`! 0, i.e. we shrink the bers to a point. Then (M; g`) tends to (N; g N ) in the Gromov-Hausdor topology. In the physics literature this is also refered to as adiabatic limit. The question now is how the spectrum behaves. In particular, do eigenvalues of (M; g`) tend to those of (N; g N )?
For the answer we have to study the spin structure P on M. The isometric circle action on M induces a circle action on the frame bundle P SO M. This S 1 -action may or may not lift to P. In case it lifts we call P projectable, otherwise we call it nonprojectable. If P is projectable, then it induces a spin structure on N. is projectable and one can use Theorem 7.1 to compute the spectrum of complex projective space. If m is even, then the spin structure on S 2m+1 is not projectable.
Indeed C P m is not spin in this case. The behavior of the spectrum is in this case described by the following 
-invariant
We have already seen in examples that the -invariant does depend on the spin structure. However it turns out that the -invariants for di erent spin structures on the same Riemannian manifold M are not totally unrelated. Recall that for two spin structures P 1 
Noncompact hyperbolic manifolds
In contrast to spaces of constant sectional curvature 0 there is no hope to be able to explicitly compute the Dirac spectrum on a space of constant negative curvature.
In 8, 10, 11, 17] the dimension of the kernel of the Dirac operator on hyperbolic Riemann surfaces is considered. For hyperelliptic metrics it can be computed for all spin structures and it varies with the spin structure.
So far we only have considered compact manifolds whose Dirac spectrum is always discrete. Let us now discuss noncompact hyperbolic manifolds with an eye to the question whether or not the continuous spectrum also depends on the choice of spin structure.
A hyperbolic manifold is a complete connected Riemannian manifold of constant sectional curvature -1. Every hyperbolic manifold M of nite volume can be decomposed disjointly into a relatively compact M 0 and nitely many cusps E j ,
where each E j is of the form E j = N j 0; 1). Here N j denotes a connected compact manifold with a at metric g Nj , a Bieberbach manifold, and E j carries the warped product metric g Ej = e ?2t g Nj + dt 2 . If M is 2-or 3-dimensional and oriented, then N j is a circle S 1 or a 2-torus T 2 respectively. We call a spin structure on M trivial along the cusp E j if its restriction to N j yields the trivial spin structure on N j . Otherwise we call it nontrivial along E j .
Now it turns out that only two extremal cases occur for the spectrum of the Dirac operator, it is either discrete as in the compact case or it is the whole real line. And it is the spin structure which is responsible for the choice between the two cases.
Theorem 9.1 (B ar 7] ). | Let M be a hyperbolic 2-or 3-manifold of nite volume equipped with a spin structure.
If the spin structure is trivial along at least one cusp, then the Dirac spectrum is the whole real line spec(D) = R:
If the spin structure is nontrivial along all cusps, then the spectrum is discrete. In fact, this theorem also holds in higher dimensions. The proof is based on the fact that the essential spectrum of the Dirac operator is una ected by changes in compact regions. Hence one only needs to look at the cusps and they are given in a very explicit form. A separation of variables along the cusps yields the result. Of course, Theorem 9.1 does not say anything about existence of spin structures on M being trivial or nontrivial along the various cusps. This can be examined by topological methods and the answer for hyperbolic surfaces is given in the Table 3 The tables show that hyperbolic 2-or 3-manifolds of nite volume with one end behave like compact ones, the Dirac spectrum is always discrete. A surface with two or more ends always admits both types of spin structures. This is not true for 3-manifolds. Discrete spectrum is always possible but the case spec(D) = R only sometimes. If the hyperbolic 3-manifold is topologically given as the complement of a link in S 3 (and this construction is one of the main sources for hyperbolic 3-manifolds of nite volume), then this question can be decided. The condition on the linking numbers is very easy to verify in given examples. Since we compute modulo 2 orientations of link components are irrelevant. If the link is given by a planar projection, then modulo 2, Lk(K i ; K j ) is the same as the number of over-crossings of K i over K j .
Example 9.3. | The complements of the following links possess a hyperbolic structure of nite volume. All linking numbers are even. Hence the Dirac spectrum on those hyperbolic manifolds is discrete for all spin structures. 
